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This year, as in previous years since 2010, a year that marked a big milestone in 
our company, by joining the United Nations Global Compact, we renewed our 
commitment to the ten principles of the United Nations Global Compact. 

We present our 2016 Report, where we remain loyal to our philosophy, this being 
reflected in our vision and corporate strategy. In line with this philosophy, we 
developed our CSR programme, renewing the commitment we have wilfully made 
with each of the interest groups of the Unisono Group. 

Our values are part of our identity, our DNA. Our quality, honesty, endeavour to 
achieve, flexibility and effort are the reflection of a management model that allows 
us to create value in socially sustainable and environmental conditions. 

This year is marked by the Digital Change affecting all industries and transforming 
our business models; technology is becoming our strategy. It is necessary to add 
innovation to the essence of the Company.  

And all this without losing sight of our teams. Being leaders in employee 
satisfaction continues to be one of our main objectives, and on this path nobody 
understands the importance of awarding commitment more than we do. What 
better way to motivate and encourage the sense of belonging to our teams.

This search for the Unísono Attitude and Aptitude which sets us apart is 
synonymous with quality in our daily activity and allows us to successfully reach 
another one of our main objectives: being leaders in customer satisfaction.
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CSRIntroduction

 s we do every year, we present our 2016 CSR Report, in which we 
provide information about our activity and the relations that we have with all 
of our interest groups, from the point of view of sustainability and corporate 
responsibility. 
 This report corresponds to the activities developed on CSR matters by 
the Unisono group, extending to all its centres in Spain, Chile, Colombia 
and the United States, as well as the different companies that make up 
this business group:

• Unisono Solutions Group S.L.
• Unisono Soluciones de Negocio S.A.
• Unisono BPO S.L.
• E-VOLUCIONA Estrategias de Transformación S.L.
• Estrategias Contact Center S.L. 
• Estrategias Contact Center Colombia
• Unisono Soluciones de negocio Chile, S.A.

4

The Unisono Group, as a responsible Company with the people 
working in it and as an innovative and sensitive organisation with the 
business environment that surrounds us, has been committed to the 
United Nations Global Compact since 2010 and is part of the Spanish 
Network of the Global Compact.
 
With its commitment, Unisono undertakes to support the United Nations 
Global Compact and put into practice the ten principles on which it is 
founded.

A
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Human Rights
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
• Principle 1: Companies must support and respect the protection of fundamental Human Rights, recognised 

internationally, within their scope of influence.
• Principle 2: Companies must ensure that they are not accessories in the violation of Human Rights.

Labour Regulations
 ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work
• Principle 3: Companies must support the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective 

negotiation.
• Principle 4: Companies must support the elimination of all kinds of forced labour or labour carried out under 

compulsion.
• Principle 5: Companies must support the eradication of child labour.
• Principle 6: Companies must support the abolition of discriminatory practices in hiring and occupation. 

Environment
Rio Declaration on the Environment and Development
• Principle 7: Companies must maintain a preventive approach that favours the environment.
• Principle 8: Companies must foster initiatives that promote greater environmental responsibility.
• Principle 9: Companies must foster the development and dissemination of technologies that respect the environment. 

Fight against corruption
United Nations Convention against Corruption
• Principle 10: Companies must work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery.

5

The Unisono Group undertakes to support the 
United Nations Global Compact and put into 

practice the ten principles on which it is 
founded; based on universal declarations and 
conventions and which are grouped into four 

categories:

The Commitment CSR
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COLOMBIA

CHILE

USA
SPAIN

Madrid
Barcelona
Valencia
Vigo
Gijón

▪ 17 years as a benchmark in the sector
▪ Invoicing of €118M in 2015
▪ Investment capacity: €4.2M in 2015
▪ Excellent reputation among our clients and competitors
▪ Very diverse client portfolio of high value
▪ International Presence (Chile, Colombia and USA)
▪ Diversification of activities
▪ Recognition on the market as pioneers in technology and innovation

+ 6,500 Employees in 2015
+ 4,800 Positions

+ 95 clients
15 sites
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History of the 
Group

Due to our culture of constant improvement, the Unisono Group was set up as an umbrella of the different 
companies from which we render our Contact Center, BPS and Consulting services.

This step entails the consolidation of a group of companies that since 1999 have rendered services aimed at 
the improvement of the client experience and which over time has gone international and diversified, holding 
onto its mission, vision and values. 

COLOMBIA CHILE USASPAIN

UNISONO SOLUTIONS GROUP S.L
(UNISONO GROUP)

1999
Unisono Foundation

2015
Unisono Group 

and establishment of 
E-voluciona

.
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In our 2016 CSR Report, we go through the commitments that our organisation has made this last year. 
Throughout the CSR Report, we explain the advances made on the ten principles promoted in the United Nations Global 
Compact, and which are included in our Progress Reports.

Our journey: 
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CSR History

2010

2010 is the year marking our commitment to the United Nations Global Compact. 

2011 2013 2014

2015
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1
Our greatest pride is the professional quality of 
our work. At Unisono, we are fully committed to 
pursuing excellence in every activity that we carry 
out. 2

We must be flexible, think ahead and adapt 
to the constantly changing needs of our 
clients.

3
The reputation of our company is one of our 
main assets and to preserve it, it is essential for all 
those who make it up to act in accordance with the 
strictest criteria on honesty and integrity.

It is not possible to comply with our mission 
without the skill, knowledge and effort of all 
those who work at Unisono. We are a company 
offering services rendered by people for people. 
To that end, mutual respect and trust in people 
must be one of our identifying traits.

4

It is not enough to do things well, they must be 
done better every day. The quest for 
improvement and the spirit of achievement 
are fundamental elements in an activity as 
competitive as ours. 

We are committed to society and 
environmental sustainability, which is why 
ethics, integrity and voluntary and active 
contribution to society are part of our identity.5 6

Honesty Integrity Effort

Quality Flexible

Achievement Environment

CSR
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• Financial management: Collections, Payments, 
Banks, 

• Clients/Providers: Invoicing (verification and 
liquidation). Orders, Returns, Updating of files

• Employees: Management of Payrolls, Expense 
Notes...

• Document Management: Digitalisation, 
safeguarding, archiving, post, portfolio, 
management of emails, sms. 

• Problem Resolution. 
• Collection Management: Control of expirations, 

scoring, monitoring of debt.

• Process Reengineering 
• Comprehensive Quality Plan 
• Operations Management 
• Selection of Staff.
• Training Plans 
• Infrastructure Consultancy 
• Technological Consultancy 
• Market Research 
• Functional and Operational Analysis of the internal 

structures of the organisations.

Our business lines are oriented towards offering our clients 
comprehensive management. We offer end-to-end solutions.

Our Solutions
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IMPLEMENTATION

MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING CONTACT CENTRE

BPS

ANALYSIS

• Change Management.
• Launching and Communication.
• Training.
• Multi-channel Management.
• Monitoring of fulfilment of the KPI’s.
• Monitoring of the Process.
• Analysis Results.
• Continuous Optimisation.

• Innovation. BI. Digitalisation,
      Online certification.
• Systems Integration.
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We have a diverse and valuable portfolio of clients; we are present in all sectors of activity 

INSURANCE BANKING DISTRIBUTIONTELECOM AND TECH UTILITIES INDUSTRY
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2016  was marked by an active presence of the Unisono Group in 
different important forums in the international sector, as participants as 

well as organisers or sponsors. 
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+ Digital Transformation Workshop Unísono Chile and Colombia
+ Digital Transformation: New age of customer service
+ Annual Offsite: Digital Transformation 
+ International Public Services Conference
+ Credit and Collections Assembly
+ Expo Contact'16: Digital Transformation
+ Platinum Contact Center Awards
+ Revolution Banking 2016
+ ING Event: Teleoperators
+ 1st competition. Barcelona Customer Congress
+ Business Leaders Forum
+ Customer Relationship Expo
+ Mutua Tennis Open
+ ACDECC Conference
+ DEC Awards
+ Futurizz
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We manage our presence in the sector and also participate in different 
forums as active members of the following associations. 

 In 2016 we maintained our commitment: 

In Spain

+ The Unisono Group belongs to the Spanish Association of Experts in 
Customer Relations (Asociación Española de Expertos en la Relación 
con Clientes) - AEERC
+ Spanish Call Center Association (Asociación Española de Call Center) 
- ACE, an association that participates in the negotiation of the collective 
convention that governs the sector
+ Spanish Association of Digital Economics (Asociación Española de la 
Economía Digital), previously FECEMD
+ Association of the Development of the Customer Experience 
(Asociación para el desarrollo de la Experiencia de cliente) - DEC
+ Spanish Quality Association (Asociación española de Calidad) - AEC

+ European Outsourcing Association - ECA

In Chile 
+ Chilean Association of Call Center Companies (Asociación Chilena de 
empresas Call center)

And in Colombia
+ Colombian Association of Contact Centers and BPO (Asociación 
Colombiana de Contact Centers y BPO)



CSROur Awards 
2016, a year of recognitions. The Unisono Group has been awarded by multiple 

benchmark institutions, both inside and outside of our sector. 
They are awards that acknowledge all of the work and effort made by each and every 

person who makes up the human team of Unisono.

16

+ Best Outsourcer in Inbound Sales (Iberdrola). CRC Oro 
+ National champion in Spain in the European Business Awards 2016-2017, in 

the category of customer focus 
+ + Global Outsourcing 100. IAOP
+ Best Agent of the Year. Fortius
+ Best Emergencies and Claims Provider, Gas Natural Fenosa Awards 
+ Best Customer Service. 3m. Excellence Fidelization Awards
+ Contact Center Magazine Awards. 

- Best Customer experience in Fashion, Cortefiel. Contact Center 
Magazine Awards 

- Best Customer experience in Dining, McDonald’s. Contact Center 
Magazine.
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In 2016  the Unisono Group has not only been given awards, but it also has 
achieved important references in studies:

The Unisono Group is included in the Ranking of the 100 best companies to work 
for- Actualidad Económica magazine

The ranking this year is in its 18th issue, and it encourages the commitment to 
excellence and good practices, which are necessary for Spain to reach more 
competitive positions in the world’s economy.
The Unisono Group is the only company of its sector that is part of this selection and 
has been recognized with a high scoring on aspects such as talent management, 
working environment and training. 
 

The leading consultant in the creation of reports in the field of technology, Gartner, has 
mentioned us in their studies as referential players:

• February 2016, in their report “Evaluate Offshore/Nearshore Countries for 
Outsourcing, Share Services and Captive in the Americas, 2016”, Gartner 
rated the outsourcing services of Unisono Colombia among those of the highest 
quality in Latin America.

• And in May of that same year, the Unisono Group was included in the report 
“Competitive Landscape: Building Differentiated Customer Management 
BPO Services” as Stalwarts. 
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Our Certifications
June
2001
CERTIFICATION UNDER 
STANDARD UNE EN – ISO 
9001:2008

September
2008

Scope of the certification:
 Emilio Muñoz
 Doctor Zamenhof

Expansion of the certification 
adding a new centre: 
Santiago de Chile:
- Central Station
- Apoquindo

June
2009

Expansion of the 
certification, we include the 
centres of:
-    Vigo I
- Vigo II
- Gijón

May
2010

General certificate 
applicable to all Unisono 
centres and client centres 
where Unisono manages 
contact centre services
Expansion of the certification 
to the centres of: Bogotá and 
Valencia

May
2012
Addition of the second centre 
of Unisono Colombia (Bogotá)
Expansion of the certification 
to new business lines of the 
company:
- Unisono BPO
- Estrategias Contact Center

May
2013
Expansion of the scope of 
the certification including 
client management 
on social networks 

June
2014

Expansion of the 
certification to the process 
consulting activity 
connected with the 
improvement of the client 
experience
Expansion of the certification 
to the Barcelona centre 

June

2016
E-voluciona Certification
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Unisono and Corporate
Social Responsibility

The guidelines that guide the Unisono Group on CSR matters are reflected in our 
CSR Policy, established within the General Management, and which clearly shows 

the commitment of the Company to Corporate Social Responsibility.
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Unisono and Corporate
Social Responsibility

1.  Quality Policy

2.  Safety and Occupational Hazard Prevention Policy
3.  Environmental Policy
4.  International Assignments Policy 
5.  Information Security Policy

6.  Anti-fraud Policy
7.  Employee Loyalty Policy 

8.  Professional Development Policy

By means of the CSR policy, along with the following policies and 
protocols, the Unisono Group ensures that responsibility principles 

are being put into practice every day. 
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• Good commercial practices
• Principles in the quality of the rendering of 

the services
• Management of client complaints
• Fostering of good practices in the sector

As has been included in our CSR programme, depending on our interest groups, our 
commitments with them are those listed below:

22

Unisono and Corporate
Social Responsibility

PEOPLE PROVIDERS

CLIENTS

• Control and monitoring of Human 
Rights

• Diversity management
• Equal opportunities and no 

discrimination
• Balance of personal, family and 

working life
• Occupational health and safety
• Description of the working position
• Training and fostering of employability
• Tracking of the working environment
• Responsible restructuring
• Conflict resolution channel

SOCIAL SETTINGS
• Identification of activities and impact
• Energy efficiency
• Responsible consumption
• Awareness-raising and communication

• Identification of activities and impact
• Energy efficiency
• Responsible consumption
• Awareness-raising and communication

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTINGS SHAREHOLDERS
• Good governance
• Transparency of information

• Responsible purchasing

COMPETITION PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATIONS

• Fair competition
• Cooperation and alliances • Collaboration
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CSR Evolution
January
2010
COMMITMENT TO THE UNITED 
NATIONS GLOBAL COMPACT

October
2012

Development of our Corporate 
Social Responsibility 
Programme and approval of the 
Corporate Social Responsibility 
Policy by Management and the 
Board of Directors of the 
Company.

Presentation of our Second Progress 
Report before the Spanish Network of 
the Global Compact, we obtained the 
Level of Advanced in the Global 
Compact.

June
2010

Signing of the Collaboration 
Agreement for the 
development of a 
Theoretical-Practical Training 
Programme in working 
centres along with the Día 
Donoso Cortés Centre.  
We have the involvement of the 
Community of Madrid and the 
European Social Funds of the 
EU. The project was launched in 
July 2010.

March
2011
Commitment to the 
Manifesto of Joint 
Responsibility, which has the 
objective of disseminating joint 
responsibility throughout the 
company and the 
organisations. 

May
2013
Presentation of our first Corporate 
Social Responsibility Report. 
Participation in the Discatel Project, 
launched by the Asociación Española 
de Expertos en Centros de Contactos 
con Clientes, with the objective of 
encouraging the integration of disabled 
persons using telework. This project is 
in a full development phase as of 2014. 

October
2011

Renewal of our commitment 
to the United Nations Global 
Compact
Presentation of our First 
Progress Report

January

2016
E-voluciona, a new company from the 
Unisono Group, has participated in the 
same initiatives on CSR matters since 
January of this year.

CSR
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Energy efficiency and responsible 
consumption criteria 
Under these preconditions, we have invested more than €1.5M in 
improvements to our facilities. Also, in 2016 we celebrated the 
opening of new centres in Vigo and Luca de Tena in Madrid, the 
central headquarters of the new company in the E-voluciona group.

The fruit of this effort translates into an improvement in the perception 
of the services rendered. An objective of our Real Estate area is to 
periodically measure, via a survey, the satisfaction of the employees 
with their working environment. 

24

2016 Milestones

+

Paperless office = Office of the future

In 2015, we launched a project backed by the General Management of 
the company, the Paperless Office. And in 2016, thanks to the 
involvement of our employees, we have turned this challenge into a 
reality. How did we do it?
- Promoting technological tools 
- Automating processes
- Investing in technology rooms

+
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Heroes are not born, they are made. Donate blood 
and #salva3vidas ("save 3 lives")

In line with this slogan, in 2016 we maintained our commitment with the 
Spanish Red Cross. Proof of this are the more than 10 blood 
donation campaigns that have been carried out this year.

In August 2016, E-voluciona participated in its first Blood 
Donation campaign.

25

Year after year 
We are renewing our commitment to organisations and foundations 

with which we have established a continuous cooperation 
relationship. 

In collaboration with the Food Bank, we organised Operation Kilo in all 
of our headquarters. And year after year we collect more food than the 
previous year.
As something new. In 2016, knowing the supportive spirit of our 
employees, we challenged them to participate as volunteers in the 
Food Bank of their town. 

2016 Milestones

+

A kilo of food. A million thanks+
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For social and labour integration

Fundación Secretariado Gitano. Signing of an agreement for the labour 
integration of the group. Multiple people from the Foundation, at risk of 
exclusion, work annually side by side with our professionals.

Fundación Prevent. Collaboration with Fundación Prevent, which has 
the goal of promoting and contributing to social and labour integration of 
people with disabilities, and the fostering of a preventive culture in the 
company. Many people from the Foundation have come to our interviews.

We collaborate with Hemojobs, a digital platform for people with 
haemophilia and other similar illnesses, the objective of which is to include 
them in Spain's labour market. In 2014, Unisono opened their vacant posts 
to this group and has called for selection processes for many of these 
people

Fundación Hermanos de Dios. Collaboration with Obra Social San 
Juan de Dios dedicated to improving the quality of life of people in a 
situation of vulnerability, by launching Operation Kilo. 
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2016 Milestones

+
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2016 Milestones

+ My Backpack. La Escuela del Trueque
With the objective of helping families to reduce the expenses entailed every 
year by the return to school and extracurricular activities. “My Backpack” 
allows our employees to trade the material that their children don’t use any 
more for things that they will need: uniforms, books, musical instruments, 
games, costumes, sport clothing, etc.

With Ecuador

Ecuador was scourged by an earthquake with a magnitude of 7.8. The 
devastation is enormous in a large part of the country and it left more than 
600 victims dead, 16,600 people injured and more than 25,000 people were 
left homeless.

The Unisono Group raised awareness with its employees about the need to 
collaborate with different NGOs that work on helping the victims with 
healthcare, water and sanitation, shelter and food. 

So why do we collaborate in CAPITAL LETTERS, 
this year as well…

+
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And our clients and providers ask us to COLLABORATE

2016 Milestones

+

+

The popular, most caring race in Madrid, Corre por el niño, with Banco 
Santander as the main sponsor of the event, makes us participants in 
the need to collect funding for scientific research, and to promote healthy 
habits focused on regularly playing sports.

On 19 October, the World Day of the Fight against Breast Cancer was 
celebrated. And with the objective of collecting funds to the benefit of the 
Spanish Association Against Cancer, Viena Capellanes launched the 
initiative #palmerasrosas (meaning "pink palmiers"), and counted on the 
Unisono Group to help them in this challenge. The Unisono Group in 
Madrid set a record of #palmerasrosas ("pink palmiers") sales. The 
response to this initiative was successful. 

World Day of the Fight against Breast Cancer

Corre por el niño
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Our People
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At the Unisono Group, we trust in our employees thanks to whom we provide 
excellent to our clients and in this way we reach and maintain our success and 

recognition on the market.

With the objective of safeguarding strict compliance on matters of Human Rights, at Unisono we carry out our 
activity in accordance with current legislation in the markets where we operate.
In this sense, two premises distinguish our policy:
 

• Guaranteeing compliance with legislation expanding it with good management practices.
• Promoting legal principles via the attendance of and participation on forums on CSR matters and 

Human Rights.

We also have the CSR Committee, in charge of assessing and monitoring the yearly development of our 
CSR Policy, in order to guarantee aspects such as: 

• Safe and healthy working conditions. 
• Guarantee the lack of discrimination and respect for diversity.
• Guarantee that forced or child labour is not directly or indirectly used.
• Mark the CSR guidelines in the management of the Company
• Our employees have different paths to channel their concerns, suggestions 

and complaints. 
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• INNOV@ Project. We promote and encourage the active participation of our employees in the Innova Project 
with the objective of continuing to be competitive and a benchmark on the current and future market, in services 
and/or products or strategies that are still “undiscovered” and which allow us to reach the objectives established, 
which will be reflected in the working climate of the Company.

• Live the client experience. On a monthly basis, we carry out an activity that lasts one morning and in which 
an Operations Manager along with a member of the Management Committee show 15 Unisono employees the daily 
operations of a contact centre. This activity includes simulations and live hearings on one of our platforms.

• Unisono up close. A programme that seeks to bring its employees closer to the company through meetings 
with a member of the management committee. At these meetings, employees have the opportunity to find out about 
the objectives of the company, our mission, values, philosophy, and ultimately the feeling of Unisono up close. 

• Share Unisono. Because getting together as a team is the beginning, maintaining the team is progress and 
working as a team ensures success. The managers meet monthly with their teams to give them this message.

Our People
A moment of reflection

The company promotes meeting times with its employees in order to transmit 
our values to them.

Some examples are: 
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Communicate to raise awareness
The Unisono Group makes a significant effort to encourage communication at 

all levels of the organisation and has been decidedly committed to the well-being 
of our employees and thus we have launched multiple healthy activities.

• Caring Unisono. This initiative encompasses all social activities that this company carries out.

• You Should Know. All relevant news affecting our day-to-day lives and which employees should know 
about.

• Unisono takes care of you. Information on healthy activities such as preventive tasks on the health 
of our employees. 

• Sporty Unisono. Dissemination of sporting events that Unisono organises with the purpose of promoting 
healthy lifestyle habits and encouraging team spirit. 

• Employee Club. Catalogue available to the employees showing all the benefits, discounts and offers on 
health, leisure, beauty products, etc., which they can enjoy due to being employees of Unísono. 

Our People
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• Talent Centre
The Talent Centre of the Unisono Group is a strategic initiative, led by the HR Department and consisting in the 
assessment of the employees' working behaviours.
The assessment is carried out using interviews and simulation exercises developed especially for the specific case of 

the department of operations (business case, role play, group dynamics) and interviews. 
• Annual performance evaluation. A dual objective:

 -Find a moment of reflection, first individually, by the evaluator, and then shared with the evaluated person, which 
allows employees to grow professionally, knowing their strengths and weaknesses.
 -And on the other hand, match the professional expectations of the Company with those of the employees.

• Unisono Promotes You. In order to show the commitment of Unisono to its people, to transparency and to 
equality, it has developed a corporate procedure for internal promotions which are promoted and given full 
transparency, both in the process itself as well as the candidate selected. 80% of the internal promotions are 
covered by employees of the Group.

• Mentoring. Become part of the Unisono Group’s commitment to becoming number one in employee satisfaction. 
This addressed the desire of the company to improve the experience of everyone in their day-to-day lives, and brings 
together other initiatives launched previously by the company, such as the Talent Centre, the Innov@ programme or 
the race plan.
With this initiative, the company wants to ensure the professional success of new additions, both in the 
commercial division, and in operations management.

Develop and train talent
Our objective is to be leaders in employee satisfaction. How? Making the 

necessary tools available to employees so as to guarantee their professional 
success 

Our People
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• “Writing” Project.
Since the month of April of this year, at the Unisono Group we have given writing and spelling classes to our 
employees with the objective of raising awareness and engaging our employees in the effort of writing well and 
improving the image of the work carried out in their services.

An example of the contents given are:

• General Spelling Rules
• General Accentuation Rules
• Combinations of Vowels 
• Diacritic accents in questions and exclamations
• Dequeísmo, deísmo, queísmo
• Leísmo, laísmo y loísmo (common Spanish grammar mistakes)
• Use of letters (B, V, G, J, H, LL, Y).

Develop and train talent

Our People

Until now, a total of 909 employees from across Spain, 
Colombia and Chile have participated in the training:

• Spain: 681 persons trained, with a total of 4086 class 
hours

• Chile: 88 persons trained, with a total of 264 class 
hours

• Colombia: 140 persons trained, with a total of 624 
class hours
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• Mentoring. Become part of the Unisono Group’s commitment to becoming number one in employee 
satisfaction. This addressed the desire of the company to improve the experience of everyone in their day-to-day 
lives, and brings together other initiatives launched previously by the company, such as the Talent Centre, the 
Innov@ programme or the race plan. With this initiative, the company wants to ensure the professional 
success of new additions, both in the commercial division, and in operations management.

This is a process for the informal transfer of knowledge, the share capital and psycho-social support, perceived by 
the recipient as relevant for one’s work, career or professional development. It involves informal communication, 
often face-to-face and for a sustainable period of time.

The Mentoring activity is the offering of advice, mutual understanding, information or guidance that a person who 
has experience and skills gives for the benefit of personal and professional development of the other person. 
Mentoring is part of the professional development system which is complemented by the evaluation of 
performance and the definition of objectives. Mentoring is not coaching, although they have some similarities.
The benefits of mentoring are: 

Our People
Develop and train talent

1.Developing the human asset, reducing the learning curve and increasing performance
2.Helping to transfer important unspoken knowledge from one group of employees to another 
3.Helping to retain valuable employees
4.Helping to keep employees more committed and happier in their job position
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• Study on Training Needs. The Unisono Group is committed to training as a key tool in contributing to 
professional development, which is why knowing the training needs of our employees is a priority in order to create 
a training plan that responds to these needs. That is why on a yearly basis we carry out a survey where the 
employees (around 2000 in the year 2015) show what their training needs are.

• Retreat Surveys. The purpose of this is to find out the opinions and suggestions of employees who decide to 
leave our Company, as this information is key to improving our processes and policies.

• Suggestions and Complaints of Employees. Corporate application through which employees can 
contact any department to send complaints or suggestions and obtain a response through this same channel. We 
promise to respond within 48 hours and ask the employee for their degree of satisfaction with the response.

• Employee’s telephone. Direct access by the employee to any area of interest (training, promotion, staff 
administration, benefits, etc.) where the response commitment is 100% for all complaints and suggestions by our 
employees

• Annual Study on Working Climate. Where they reflect aspects on the fair and satisfactory working 
conditions, and where our employees can submit their suggestions and complaints. The information collected is 
analysed in detail to be able to create and subsequently configure the appropriate action plans. 

36

We Ask
Different tools that allow us to measure the degree of satisfaction of our 

employees with the company and find out its expectations.

Our People
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• State Convention on the Telemarketing Sector
• Collective Agreement on offices
• Law 26/2006, on private insurance and reinsurance mediation
• Royal Legislative Decree 1/1995, dated 24 March (Official Gazette 29-03-1995), which approves the 

consolidated text of the Workers’ Statute Law
• Law 31/1995, dated 8 November, on Occupational Hazard Prevention as well as its subsequent development
• Law 15/1999, dated 13 November, on Personal Data Protection as well as its subsequent development
• Customer Service Law (SAC)
• Royal Decree 395/2007, dated 23 March 2007, which regulates the professional training subsystem for 

employment.
• Royal Decree 486/1997 on minimum safety and health requirements for the workplace
• Royal Decree 314/2006, which approves the Technical Building Code
• ORDER TAS/2307/2007, dated 27 July, which partially develops Royal Decree 395/2007, dated 23 March, 

which regulates the professional training subsystem.
• Unisono Occupational Hazard Prevention Plan
• Action protocol for the prevention of sexual assault, gender-based assault and psychological assault

Our activity is in line with current legislation on all 
markets where we operate.

 

Special mention is warranted for the signing of the Company's 1st 
Equality Plan (see annex), with which we intend to guarantee gender 
equality in all the processes of the Company, and the creation of which 
the Workers’ Representatives participate in.
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• Consumer Law 19955, dated 14 July 2004, which regulates the relationship between providers and 
consumers. (Chile)

• Chilean Work Code, DFL September 2014.
• Income Law
• Decree 824, Income Tax Law.
• Decree 825, Income Tax and Services Law.
• Law 16.744, Risk Prevention Law.
• Law 20123, Outsourcing Regime.
• Internal Regime

• Law 100 DE 1993, which creates the comprehensive social security system 
• Law 50 DE 1990, which introduces reforms to the Substantive Labour Code 
• Tax Statute: Law 1607, dated 2012
• Exchange statute external resolution no. 8, dated 2000. Decree 2878, dated 2013
• Customs Statute - Decree 2685, dated 28 December 1999
• Code of commerce: Law 1231 2008 
• External Circular Letter 052, dated 2007 – Outsourcing Law 1266, dated 2008 Habeas Data
• Resolution 76434
• Decree 1727, dated 2009

Current Legislation 

In our centres in Chile and Colombia, it has been verified that they have no 
criminal record by requesting the Certificate of Criminal Record 
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Our Providers

For the Unisono Group it is important that their providers have behaviour models 
in line with our CSR strategy, our code of conduct and the principles of the United 

Nations Global Compact. 

Committed to 
our providers

Responsible purchasing, our principles: 

• Respect for the protection of Human Rights
• Compliance with our Code of Conduct
• Occupational Hazard Prevention: the provider is expressly obligated to 

comply with the obligation imposed by the Occupational Hazard 
Prevention Law

• Confidentiality: compliance with the Organic Law on Data Protection 
(LOPD)

• Compliance with applicable environmental regulations

Evaluation of providers with CSR criteria
Among the criteria taken into account in the initial selection and evaluation of 
providers are the CSR criteria, and we ensure that all of our providers and 
outsourced persons of assets and/or services comply with whatever 
legislation applies. 
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• Focused on addressing the needs of our clients
• Aligned to offer solutions
• We foster communication, business objectives
• Client Relationship Model
 

• Stable relationship with more than 95 companies
• Knowledge on the best management practices in the sector
• Promoter of innovative practices with our main clients
• Flexibility in adapting to every project

Client-oriented, 
guarantee of 

success

The loyalty of our clients is essential for the long-term success of our business. That is why we have a clear orientation 
towards our clients, which is why we strive to satisfy their needs and expectations, one of our main values being the 
capacity to be flexible, think ahead and adapt to their constantly changing needs. 
 
For our Company it is fundamental to listen to them and know their business well in order to understand what we can 
provide in the future. The client thus becomes our centre of attention, our philosophy being to help them to succeed. 
 
Our working approach is consultative, providing added value in end-to-end process management:
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Our Clients
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For the Unisono Group it is very important to foster good commercial practices, this being one of our strategic 
goals. To which end:

Quality and transparency
• In each and every one of our commercial proposals, we clearly and explicitly identify the service 

offered, the economic conditions, etc. 
• Strict compliance with Organic Law 15/1999 - LOPD, all of this being reflected in our commercial 

proposals.
We engage our clients
• Before launching our services, we, along with the clients, plan the activities to be carried out in order to 

ensure the project’s success. 
• We have a project called “Informing our Clients”, where we provide them with information on legal 

developments which can come into play in the management of customer services. 

The quality of the activities that we carry out is a priority and is fully oriented towards satisfying the needs and 
expectations of our clients since they are considered to be the centre and objective of all of our activity, providing 
them with business solutions that respond to their needs, as is reflected in our Quality Policy.
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Our Clients

Placing the client at the centre
Placing the operations at the centre

All of our areas provide service
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1. Periodic evaluation of the satisfaction of our clients and analysis of the results; establishing ad-hoc action plans 
in accordance with that established in the Company’s Management System.

2. Another one of our lines of action to comply with the commitments made to our clients is the creation of a 
documented system to manage, process and register the complaints of our clients. 

3. Another CSR commitment of ours is the Promotion of good practices in our sector in order to improve the 
perception and opinion that consumers and users have in the Contact Centre sector.

The success of this method speaks for itself. 

 

Our Clients
In the framework of our CSR Programme, the commitments we 
have acquired regarding quality in the rendering of service are:

Technology

70%

Quality 70%
Management

HR

71%

Operational
Management

74%
42
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Social Commitment
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At our Company, we believe that to provide the greatest added value and contribute to real change in society, 
social action must be part of the company’s strategy. For that reason, including social initiatives in our activity, 
being reflected in the mission, values and strategy of the company, has been another commitment that we have 
made:
 
Our strategy consists in offering you personalized projects according to your needs. We actively collaborate with 
groups in our surroundings, such as foundations and NGOs, for the labour integration of disadvantaged social 
groups, promoting the employability of these groups.

+ Fundación Integra
+ Fundación Tomillo
+ Aracove
+ Fundación Adecco
+ Incorpora la Caixa
+ CAM Employment Council
+ Fundación IUVE
+ Inserta
+ Once 
+ Famma
+ Aparis
+ Fundación Carlos Martín
+ Fundación ECA
+ Insermujer,
+ Afap… among others
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In Spain

• Convenio Centro Donoso Cortés, to give students the basic training necessary to perform well in 
the world of work.

• Fundación Secretariado Gitano. We collaborate with the foundation, allowing young people in this 
community to be able to carry out work internships in our centres, as a way of bringing them closer to the 
world of work.

• COIE - Orientation and Information Centre on Employment at the Polytechnic University of Madrid. 
Students who so wish may carry out their internships at our centres, as a first contact point with the labour 
market. 

• Fundación Adecco. This is a project with the goal of promoting the employability of young 
unemployed people under 30 years old by financing training activities. 

• Discatel Project. Project launched by the Asociación Española de Expertos en la Relación con 
Clientes - AEERC with the objective of promoting the integration of disabled persons via telework, 
eliminating the barriers that currently exist in the incorporation of disabled persons in the labour market 
making use of the circumstances offered by the sector. 

• Estudios San Román. Work internships for students of the centre, with the goal of improving the 
long-term employability of unemployed persons. 
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Social Commitment
Communication and collaboration with NGOs, universities, secondary 

schools and foundations has remained a constant in the past years: 
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• Fundación Seur. Collaboration with the Caps initiative for a new life, its goal is to gain 
funding to help children with severe health problems and with few economic resources by 
collecting plastic caps at our working centres.

• Red Cross. Blood donation campaigns.
• Operation Kilo. Collaboration with the Madrid Food Bank in the collecting of food which is 

distributed among different charities dedicated to the assistance and direct care of people in 
need.

• Urban Garden. This initiative is carried out at different centres of our Company. Committed 
employees collaborate in their free time in the maintenance of a 100% ecological garden. The 
produce obtained is sent to NGOs.

• Fundación Mensajeros de la Paz. We collaborate with this Foundation by helping 
children go back to school, the goal being to collect school material for the most disadvantaged 
children. 

• Everest School. Students in their last school year at the Everest School visit our centres for 
a few days, having their first contact with the labour market. 

• Hermanos San Juan de Dios. We collaborate with the launching of an Operation Kilo 
destined to people without a home and in a situation of social exclusion.

Social Commitment
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Our commitment to social action is applicable to all the centres of the Company, which is why in Chile and 
Colombia they also promoted participation in these types of charitable activities.

• Fundación San José. Participation by Unisono Chile in a campaign to collect paper to recycle, which 
was delivered to the Fundación San José, dedicated to the collection and management of the adoption of 
children whose mothers cannot take care of them.

• ONG Corpora Chileno-Española Cedeip
• Techo Colombia. Collaboration with the Techo Organisation in the building of homes for families with 

few resources. 
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We have identified and assessed environmental values that our Company wishes to act upon. We 
currently have environmental programmes consisting basically in:

• Systematics in the selective collection of non-hazardous waste
• Use of materials in the buildings with respect for the environment and
• Promoting of eco-efficient facilities.
 
The environmental variable is an aspect that we take into account in the planning and development of our 
activities, collaborating with our interest groups, promoting environmental awareness among our staff, 
providers and society in general. In this framework we developed our Environmental Policy (See annex). 
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Energy efficiency

Responsible consumption
 

Awareness and Communication

Environment
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Environment

• Lamps with greater energy efficiency
• Paints and varnishes that respect the environment

• Use of presence detectors in areas with less traffic which fully turn off the 
light

• Turning off of lights by areas depending on the location of offices
• Automatic adjustment of thermostats depending on whether it is winter or 

summer
• Use of mixer tap and dual-flush toilets
• Timer to save water
• Turning off of computers after the working day 
• Installation of capacitor batteries to avoid the consumption of reactive 

energy

Use of materials with respect for the environment

Promoting of eco-efficient facilities

Energy efficiency

We have managed to... Reduce the consumption of energy and water
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• Paper
• Toner
• UPS Batteries
• A/C Filters
• IT elements (special disposal site), destruction and certification according to 

standard ISO 27001
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Controlled use of paper

Separation of waste

Implementation of new technologies to save 
resources

• Not printing if it is not necessary
• Scanning of documents
• Reading via email
• Reuse of paper

• Waste bins with separation of waste (paper, plastic, organic)

• Videoconferences as an option for moving between centres
• Programming of printers
• Rightfax

Responsible 
consumption

Recycling of material

Environment

We have managed to...
Design working processes that take into account the impact of the environment, the dumping of water 

or initiatives focused on improving biodiversity.
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Awareness-raising and communication

Environment

We have managed to...
Raise environmental awareness in our employees

Our Awareness-raising and Communication measures on matters of 
the environment are harnessed in two ways: 

1.Communication of the Environmental Policy to all employees 
and interest groups through:

•  The Welcome Manual
•  Meetings for new additions
•  Bulletin boards
•  Web

2.Educate the staff using training and awareness-raising 
programmes on the importance of correctly carrying out their 
activities, thereby encouraging their participation in meeting the 
objectives.
The goal is to educate the employees about the importance of 
environmental care by recycling paper, plastic and glass.

Currently, and in order to encourage environmental responsibility 
among our employees, in our Unisono Spain centres we are 
collaborating with the campaign dedicated to the environmental 
management of batteries through the Ecopilas Foundation. This 
recycling campaign has the objective of reducing the number of 
batteries that end up in municipal dumps, thus reducing contamination. 
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We comply with our commitment to transparency and good governance in the following way:
 
• Monthly meeting of the Board of Directors where we analyse:

                             - Income statements
- Balance
- Cash flow
- Client profitability

 
• Publication and accessibility of annual accounts
 

The annual accounts are published and made available by the Board of Directors, and in the companies 
registry, complying with our commitment to transparency in the annual accounts. 
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Shareholders
Our relationship with the investors is based on the guiding principles of 

transparency, loyalty and the creation of value in a sustainable way. 
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1. We comply with this commitment to fair competition, fostering good practices, as it is indicated in the Code of 

Conduct of the Company, as the main line of action. To date we have not received any claim/complaint for 
unfair competition. 

2. Active participation on contact centre forums and forums for the development of the sector has been 
another line of action to comply with our commitment.
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We are committed to competing on the market in a fair way, fostering free competition, with full 
respect for current regulations and avoiding any kind of conduct that constitutes abuse or restriction 

of competition. In this sense, our lines of work have been: 
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Public 
Administrations
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During the past years we have cooperated and signed conventions and agreements with:

• ATAEM - Insermujer
• Employment Department of CAM
• Integration of disabled persons of INEM
• We actively collaborate with OMIL - The Municipal Office of Occupational Information (Chile)
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 What is the main objective?
 

 What are the areas of responsibility on which the Global Compact is focused?
•  Human Rights
• Working Conditions
• Environment
• Anti-corruption
What are the 10 principles of Social Responsibility that the Global Compact promotes? 

1. Companies must support and respect the protection of fundamental Human Rights recognised universally, within their scope 
of influence. 

2. Companies must ensure that their companies are not accessories in the violation of Human Rights.
3. Companies must support the freedom of Association and the effective recognition of the right to collective negotiation.
4. Companies must support the elimination of all kinds of forced labour or labour carried out under compulsion.
5. Companies must support the eradication of child labour.
6. Companies must support the abolition of discriminatory practices in hiring and occupation.
7. Companies must maintain a preventive approach which favours the environment.
8. Companies must foster initiatives that promote greater environmental responsibility.
9. Companies must foster the development and dissemination of technologies that respect the environment.

10. Companies must work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery.
 

It is an initiative presented by Secretary Kofi Annan in the 
framework of the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland in 
1999 and launched in the headquarters of the United Nations in 
July 2000. It is present in 100 countries and brings together more 
than 4,000 companies and organisations with the common 
denominator of 10 principles of social responsibility
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What is the Global 
Compact?

 Align corporate policies and practices with universally accepted ethical values and objectives.
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ANNEX II
Letter of Commitment to the 
United Nations Global Compact
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ANNEX III
Letter of Renewal of Commitment to 
the United Nations Global Compact 
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Mission, Vision and Values
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UNISONO GROUP MISSION

Help companies to give excellent customer service to its clients.

THE UNISONO GROUP VISION 

In the medium term, we want for Unisono to be the leading company in the sector in 
employee and customer satisfaction, and the second-leading company in the sector 
according to market share. We are convinced that if we can achieve this, we will have 
helped to professionalize the sector and improve its image.

OUR VALUES

•Our greatest pride is the professional quality of our work. At Unisono, we are fully 
committed to pursuing excellence in every activity that we carry out.

•We must be flexible, think ahead and adapt to the constantly changing needs of our 
clients.

•The reputation of our company is one of our main assets and to preserve it, it is 
essential for all those who make it up to act in accordance with the strictest criteria on 
honesty and integrity.

•It is not possible to comply with our mission without the skill, knowledge and effort of 
all those who work at Unisono. We are a company offering services rendered by people 
for people. To that end, mutual respect and trust in people must be one of our 
identifying traits.

•It is not enough to do things well, they must be done better every day. The quest for 
improvement and the spirit of achievement are fundamental elements in an activity as 
competitive as ours.

•We are committed to society and environmental sustainability, which is why ethics, 
integrity and voluntary and active contribution to society are part of our identity.
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ANNEX V
CSR Policy
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ANNEX VI
Equality Plan
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ANNEX VII
Code of Conduct 
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ANNEX VIII
Manifesto of Joint 
Responsibility
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Development and Talent Department
HR Unit


